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Classifying Music CDs :
Unearthing the Collection
Angela Kroeger & Jan Boyer
April 25, 2008

The way things were . . .

Visible and browsable!

Classifying Music CDs
Pros:
• Increased visibility = increased usage
• Like items grouped together
• Favorable patron response
Cons:
• Time-consuming process
• Need for more frequent shelf-reading
• Need for more frequent replacement of jewel
cases due to breakage

Accession number order,
CDs stuck on end in a grate

What kind of furniture to get?

Completely full! What happened to our growth
space? (Capacity not quite as advertised.)

Options for Classification
•
•
•
•
•

Accession numbers = Unclassified (Yuck.)
Library of Congress Classification
Dewey Classification
Bookstore/music store categories
ANSCR Classification System for Sound
Recordings

LC Classification Problems
• All popular U.S. vocal music lumped
together in M1630.18 (rock, blues, country
western, hip-hop, etc.).
• Designed for scores, thus works poorly for
compilations of different types of music.
• “Dumping grounds” form in
“miscellaneous” classifications

“Miscellaneous” Dumping Grounds
• M1 – “two or more composers for
miscellaneous combinations of instruments
and/or voices”
• M3.1 – “miscellaneous instrumental and/or
vocal music by one composer“
• M5 – “two or more composers for
miscellaneous combinations of instruments.”
• M1000 – “Orchestra . . . Miscellaneous
collections”
Text quoted from Super LCCS: Class M: Music and Books on Music (2006 edition)

Dumping Ground Avoidance Tactics
• Classify according to the first track on the
CD
• Classify according to the composition of
the majority of the CD
• Classify according to the predominant
instrument or performer

Never far from my side.

Library of Congress Classification Web
http://classificationweb.net/
I used it so much, I made it my home page!

Three Passes Through the Records
• First Pass: copy existing call numbers from
records in OCLC WorldCat
• Second Pass: individual composers
• Third Pass: leftovers (turned out to be a lot!)
– Third Pass A: performers as main entries
– Third Pass B: specific instruments or types of
music
– Third Pass C: the real leftovers (weird stuff!)

Kyle Banerjee’s Cataloging Calculator
http://calculate.alptown.com/
Handiest free, general-purpose LC cutter tool in the world.
(But not so great for all those pesky Bachs.)

Cutters for composers
M22.B2
M452.B29
whose names begin with B M27.B33
M1000.B37
M41.B2
M1010.B33
Bach, Carl Philipp Emanuel, M241.B2
M1012.B292
1714-1788
M990.B2
M1042.B37
M178.B12
M1003.B11
M1530.B27
M241.B18
M1040.B22
M422.B13
M1110.B25
Beethoven, Ludwig van,
M1101.B12
M1160.B15
1770-1827
M1110.B23
M2000.B15
M22.B414
M1120.B23
M2010.B2
M23.B414
M2020.B14
M2020.B16
M27.B416
M2023.B12
M218.B43
Bach, Johann Christian,
M452.B42
1735-1782
Bach, Wilhelm Friedemann, M1000.B414
M1110.B24 – scores, piano 1710-1784
M1001.B44
with string orchestra
M3.1.B22
M1010.B41
M22.B24
M1010.5.B4
Bach, Johann Sebastian,
M1110.B26
M1011.B4
1685-1750
M2020.B17
M1012.B42
M3.1.B2
M1040.B414
M7.B2
Bartok, Bela, 1881-1945
M1160.B5
M10.B15
M3.1.B37
M1500.B416
M13.B32
M22.B25
M1530.B41

M2010.B4
Brahms, Johannes, 18331897
M3.1.B73
M22.B82
M23.B8
M219.B72
M231.B8
M250.B73
M312.B82
M322.B8
M452.B72
M562.B72
M652.B82
M1001.B8
M1010.B8
M1012.B72
M1040.B82
M1529.4.B72
M1538.B81
M1620.B8
M2010.B8
M2060.B73

A tiny sample of the list I started. Going on with
this would have driven me beyond madness.

http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/musicat.htm

Composer cutters
online at Yale and
Cornell!

Hallelujah!
The wheel
already exists!

http://lts.library.cornell.edu/lts/ac/cat/compcutii.cfm

Safe to Cutter with No Fear of
Composer List Conflicts
• M1366 – jazz
• M1630.18 – popular U.S. secular vocal music
• M1741.18 – popular British secular vocal
music
• M2198 – popular religious/devotional music
• Other popular national musics
• Folk music for non-European nations

Random Stuff at the End
• Gay American composers. Volume two -- M1
.G393 v.2 1997 CD (There's that M1 dumping
ground again.)
• Pobre Ana, canciones -- PC4115 .P3453 2003 CD
(Soundtrack to a movie, based on a book. All
classified together, even though all are in
different locations.)
• Rainforest sound walks -- QH510.5 .R35 2001 CD
(Classification: Biology (General)--Life-Bioacoustics)

Using Hidden MARC Tags
• 910 – Not a legitimate MARC tag, but useful
– Not indexed or displayed
– “Anchor” for our lists

• 910 OK added when call number was finalized
• Changed 910 to DONE during physical
processing
• At end of project, easily mass-deleted the 910
fields

BEFORE: Bad enough that it was in accession
number order, but your can’t even tell what it
is with all those big stickers blocking the text!

AFTER: Much better!

Uh-oh! This call number placement is BAD
for flip browsing and for shelf-reading!

The upper-left corner was already occupied
on the first CDs we had converted, so the
call number had to go on the right.

Call number hand-written on the disc.
(A sticker might unbalance the CD.)

Slipcased album with guide too big
to fit inside a jewel case.

Paper slipcase
plastered with
stickers
After 20 minutes
with solvent and
a pocket knife

Looking good!

Sometimes the slipcases cleaned up nice.

Sometimes they didn’t.

If the warning and date due stickers came off poorly, I
left the accession number sticker and barcode where
they were. Unfortunately, this confused shelvers.

No way these huge boxes
will fit in the browsers.

Could just take the jewel cases out and discard
the boxes, but what about that large guide?

Oversized boxed albums standing up
like books, to go on a special shelf.

So nice and easy to browse!
But brace yourself for extra shelf-reading.

Happiness is a collection that gets used!
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Questions? Comments?
Angela Kroeger
akroeger@mail.unomaha.edu or (402) 554-3203
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